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Abstract 

Background: The present study was intended to compare the effectiveness of MWM along with therapeutic exercises 

and therapeutic exercises alone in reducing pain and improving the GH rotational deficits and therefore function of 

patients diagnosed with periarthritis shoulder.  

Objective: To find out and compare the effectiveness of MWM with Therapeutic exercise for reducing pain, disability and 

improving GH rotations in PA shoulder.  

Method: Subjects were divided into Experimental Group A (n=15) and Non Experimental Group B (n=15). Group A was 

given MWM along with Therapeutic exercises and Group B was given Therapeutic exercises alone. The duration of each 

treatment was 3 weeks, for a session of 25-30 minutes per session. Outcome measures included were SPADI, Yang’s three 

function test and shoulder ROM.  

Results: Unpaired t-test the Pre and Post Scores between groups for pain component & disability component of SPADI 

are t=0.0917 at p <0.0001, and t=0.0301 at p<0.0001. Pre and post Yang’s three function test are 0.1765 and <0.0001, Pre 

and Post scores for active IR & passive IR are t=0.0012 at p 0.123 and t=0.0028 at p<0.0001 respectively. Pre and Post 

scores for active ER & passive ER are t=0.0004 at 0.003 & t=0.003 at p <0.0001. Thus there is significant difference 

between the groups, with respect to SPADI, Yang’s three function test and shoulder Range of motion.  

Conclusion: MWM proved to be more effective, less time consuming and early restoration of GH rotational deficits than 

therapeutic exercises in PA shoulder; however, subjects improved significantly with both treatment strategies. 
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Abbreviations: Mww: Mobilization with Movement; 
SPADI: Shoulder Pain And Disability. 
 

Introduction 

Periarthritis shoulder (PA) universally known as 
‘Frozen shoulder’ is a common problem encountered in 
general practice, orthopedics, physical therapy and 
Rehabilitation Clinics. Despite the large no. of patients 
affected by this chronic disorder causing long term 
disability, our understanding of the condition is limited. 
The patient frequently has difficulty dressing, grooming, 
personal care, reaching perineum (bowel hygiene) and 
performing overhead activities for a period of several 
months to years [1]. Periarthritis shoulder (PA) is a 
condition of varying severity characterized by the gradual 
development of global limitation of active and passive 
shoulder motion where radiographic findings other than 
osteopenia are absent [2].The prevalence of periarthritis 
shoulder is 2-5% in the general population, however the 
actual lifetime prevalence and annual incidence of PA 
shoulder remains uncertain [3]. It is more prevalent in 
women, in individual 40-65 years old and diabetic 
population. The estimated prevalence is 11-30% in 
diabetic population and 2-10% in non-diabetic population 
[4]. 

 
The shoulder range of motion frequently affected is 

external rotation (ER) than abduction (ABD), which in 
turn is more limited than internal rotation ((ER 
limitations > ABD limitations > Internal limitations) [5]. 
The limitation of external rotation and internal rotation is 
typically associated with capsular restriction and minor 
“positional fault” to a joint causing restriction in 
physiological movement [6,7]. Activity limitation 
&participation restriction such as gathering daily 
necessities, recreation & sports are limited. Thus results 
in severe emotional distress and economic hardships on 
the individual and hence early restoration of the GH 
rotational deficits are indispensable [8,9]. 
 

Material and Methods 

Subjects 

A total of 30 subjects of both gender with shoulder 
pain of at least 3 months’ duration, diagnosed as 
periarthritis shoulder in the stiffness phase according to 
physical examination in the outpatient clinic of the oxford 
medical college and research center and outpatient 
department of oxford college of physiotherapy were 
recruited. Periarthritis shoulder was defined as ≥ 50% 

loss of passive movement of the shoulder joint relative to 
the non-affected side, in one or both movement directions 
(external rotation or internal rotation). The study was 
approved by the ethical committee of the oxford 
education institutions (Table 1). 
 

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 

Both males and females 
Acute Traumatic injuries of 

shoulder. 
Subjects diagnosed with stage 

II and III PA shoulder. 
Rotator cuff tears. 

Age 40-65 years. 
Subjects with fractured 

shoulder complex. 

With or without Diabetes. 
Subjects with recent 
history of surgery on 

shoulder. 
Having painful, stiff shoulder 

for at least 3 months.  
Having restrictions of ROM 

more than 50% in external or 
internal rotation. 

 

Yang’s three functions related 
tests positive in one or more 

component. 
 

Table 1: Comparison between Inclusion & Exclusion 
criteria. 
 

Study design 

A total of 30 subjects were randomized using a Table 1 
of random numbers. They were allocated into two groups. 
Group A (n=15), were treated with Mulligan’s technique 
along with therapeutic exercises and Group B (n=15) 
receive therapeutic exercises alone. The patients were 
followed for 3 weeks. 
 

Treatment Procedures 

Group A: Experimental Group 
 MWM Inferior glide: Therapist should place the 

mobilizing belt close to joint line and is secured around 
the therapist’s waist, parallel to floor and 
perpendicular to humerus. 

 Mobilization: Therapist pulls the belt and shifts his 
weight backwards to distract the joint laterally. 

 Therapist stabilizes the distal humerus with both hands 
and sustains the lateral distracting force with belt. 
Meanwhile, the patient performs external rotation or 
internal rotation of the shoulder actively which should 
be pain-free. 

 MWM Posterior glide:  
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a. Subject position: Supine lying with folded 
towel under the scapula, the elbow is near the side and 
flexed to 900. Therapist position and procedure: Stand on 
the opposite side of the bed facing the subject and reach 
across the subject’s anteromedial aspect of the head of the 
humerus with reinforced hands. Apply a pain-free graded 
posterolateral glide of the humeral head on the glenoid. 
Instruct the subject to use the cane to push the affected 
arm into the previously restricted range of external 
rotation. Sustain the movement for 10 seconds and repeat 
in sets of 5 to 10. It is important to maintain the elbow 
near the side of the trunk and ensure that no pain is 
experienced during the procedure. Adjust the grade and 
direction of the glide as needed to achieve pain-free 
function [10,11]. Three sets of 10 repetitions were 
applied, with a rest interval of 30 s between each set. 
Patients were treated for 5 days per week for 3 weeks 
 
Group (B)  

 Subjects in this group were given structured 
therapeutic exercises which include: wand exercises, 
shoulder wheel exercises, shoulder pulley exercises, 
pendular exercises, and passive external and internal 
rotation ROM exercises. These exercises were given 5 
days in a week for consecutively for 3 weeks and for a 
duration of 25 to 30 minutes per session [12,13]. All cases 
were evaluated using a, SPADI, goniometric Shoulder 
ROM examination, and Yang’s three function test at 
baseline after completion of treatment sessions and the 
end of 3 weeks of follow-up [14,15]. The treatment 

outcomes used in this study were: SPADI, goniometric 
Shoulder ROM examination, and Yang’s three function 
test. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 
21 Statistical Software. In addition to descriptive statistics 
for variables with normal distribution we used a unpaired 
t-test for group comparison, and paired t-test for intra 
group comparisons. 
 

Results 

A total of 30 patients; 14 (46.66%) males and 16 
(53.33%) females, age range 40-65 years, were included 
in the study. The mean age of the study group was 55.4 
years (standard deviation (SD) 8.025). The treatment 
groups were similar in terms of age sex, involved 
shoulder, dominant shoulder and accompanying medical 
diseases (p > 0.05) (Table 2). According to unpaired t test 
the Pre and Post Scores between groups for pain 
component of SPADI are 0.0917 and <0.0001, Pre and 
Post Scores for disability component are 0.0301 and 
<0.0001. Pre and post Yang’s three function test are 
0.1765 and <0.0001, Pre and Post scores for active IR are 
0.0012 and 0.123. Pre and Post scores for passive IR are 
0.0028 and <0.0001. Pre and Post scores for active ER are 
0.0004 and 0.003. Pre and post scores for passive ER are 
0.003 and <0.0001. Thus there was a significant 
difference between the groups, with respect to SPADI, 
Yang’s three function test and shoulder Range of motion. 
Hence research hypothesis was accepted (Tables 3-6). 

 

Variable Group N Mean SD T-Value P-Value 

Pre-test Pain Score 
Group A 15 52.93 10.5 

1.746 0.0917 
Group B 15 60 11.64 

Post-test Pain Score 
Group A 15 14.33 11.8 

5.81 <0.0001 
Group B 15 41 13.37 

Difference Pain Score 
Group A 15 38.6 12.67 

4.56 <0.0001 
Group B 15 19 10.75 

Tables 2: Comparison of Group A & Group B by Unpaired (Level 1). 
  

Variable Group N Mean SD t-value p-value 

Pre-test Disability Score 
Group A 15 62.98 15.9 

2.28 0.0301 
Group B 15 74.5 11.31 

Post-test Disability Score 
Group A 15 16.61 10.49 

8.6 <0.0001 
Group B 15 54.97 13.67 

Difference Disability Score 
Group A 15 46.37 11.01 

5.67 <0.0001 
Group B 15 19.53 14.17 

Tables 3: Comparison of Group A & Group B by Unpaired (Level 2). 
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Variable Group N Mean SD t-value p-value 

Pre-test Yang’s scores 
Group A 15 47.14 15.7 

1.387 0.1765 
Group B 15 54.29 12.31 

Post-test Yang’s scores 
Group A 15 11.9 8.4 

7.433 <0.0001 
Group B 15 40 12 

Difference Yang’s scores 
Group A 15 35.24 16.52 

4.456 0.0002 
Group B 15 14.29 7.65 

Tables 4: Comparison of Group A & Group B by Unpaired (Level 3). 
 

Variable Group N Mean SD t-value p-value 

Pre-test Active IR 
Group A 15 35.53 10.41 

3.613 0.0012 
Group B 15 49.33 10.5 

Post-test Active IR 
Group A 15 60.67 6.51 

2.676 0.123 
Group B 15 52.33 10.15 

Difference Active IR 
Group A 15 25.14 9.83 

8.16 <0.0001 
Group B 15 3 3.68 

Tables 5: Comparison of Group A & Group B by Unpaired (Level 4). 
 

Variable Group N Mean SD t-value p-value 

Pre-test Active ER 
Group A 15 42.13 7.95 

3.98 0.0004 
Group B 15 53.66 7.9 

Post-test Active ER 
Group A 15 70 5.34 

4.141 0.003 
Group B 15 69.33 8.42 

Difference Active ER 
Group A 15 27.87 7 

6.13 <0.0001 
Group B 15 15.67 3.2 

Tables 6: Comparison of Group A & Group B by Unpaired (Level 5). 
  

Interpretation of Results 

The study was conducted on 30 patients diagnosed 
with PA shoulder to find the efficacy of MWM along with 
therapeutic exercises over therapeutic exercises alone. 
According to unpaired t test the Pre and Post Scores 
between groups for pain component of SPADI are 0.0917 
and <0.0001, Pre and Post Scores for disability 
component are 0.0301 and <0.0001. Pre and post Yang’s 
three function test are 0.1765 and <0.0001, Pre and Post 
scores for active IR are 0.0012 and 0.123.Pre and Post 
scores for passive IR are 0.0028 and <0.0001. Pre and 
Post scores for active ER are 0.0004 and 0.003. Pre and 
post scores for passive ER are 0.003 and <0.0001. Thus 
there is a significant between the groups, with respect to 
SPADI, Yang’s three function test and shoulder Range of 
motion. Hence research hypothesis was accepted. 
 

Discussion 

The aim of the study was to find out the effectiveness 
of MWM for reducing pain, disability and improving 
functional Glenohumeral rotations in PA shoulder and to 
compare the effectiveness of mobilization with movement 
and Therapeutic Exercises on reducing pain, disability 
and improving functional Glenohumeral rotations in PA 
shoulder. 30 patients were divided into 2 groups 
experimental group (A) and non-experimental group (B) 
who underwent treatment 5 days a week consecutively 
for 3 weeks to predict the outcome measures shoulder 
pain and disability index (SPADI), Yang’s three Function 
test and Range of motion. 

 
Cochrane Collaboration of Systematic Reviews in 2014 

conducted a systematic review to synthesize available 
evidence regarding the benefits and harms of manual 
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therapy and physical therapy intervention, alone or in 
combination, for the treatment of patients with adhesive 
capsulitis. The review could not find out the effect of 
combinations of manual therapy and exercise, as most 
evidence was of low quality. The best available data 
showed that a combination of manual therapy and 
exercise may not be as effective as glucocorticoid 
injection in the short-term. High-quality RCTs are needed 
to establish the benefits and harms of manual therapy and 
exercise interventions that reflect actual practice, 
compared with placebo, no intervention and active 
interventions with evidence of benefit [16,17]. 

 
In previous study conducted by Doner, et al. in to 

compare the efficacy of Mulligan’s technique with 
stretching exercises for relieving pain and improving 
functional capacity of the shoulder in patients with 
adhesive capsulitis in the stiffness phase. The study 
concluded that after completion of treatment sessions and 
at the end of 3 months of follow-up Mulligan’s technique 
and passive stretching exercises are both effective in 
reducing pain, and restoring range of motion and 
function. However, compared with stretching exercises, 
Mulligan’s technique led to better improvements in terms 
of pain, range of motion, shoulder scores, and patient and 
physiotherapist satisfaction [18,19]. 

 
According to this Study both the groups Group A and 

Group B showed improvement with respect to SPADI, 
Yang’s three function test and shoulder range of motion, 
however in comparison between the groups, Group A 
showed more Significant improvement in above 
parameters. This reveals that Mobilization with 
movement seems to be having an additional effect 
towards reducing pain and disability in patients suffering 
from PA shoulder. Hence this study also demonstrates the 
usefulness of Mobilization with Movement in relieving the 
pain and reducing the disability for the patients suffering 
from PA shoulder thus improving the function. 
 

Conclusion 

This study is intended to examine the beneficial effects 
of MWM along with exercises over therapeutic exercises 
in patients with PA shoulder. MWM proved to be more 
effective than therapeutic exercises in the early 
restoration of rotational deficits in PA shoulder; however, 
subjects improved significantly with both treatment 
strategies. MWM is less time consuming and more 

effective than therapeutic exercises. Hence, it can be used 
more commonly than therapeutic exercises for patients 
with PA shoulder. 
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